
go about it, a direct measure of B, = Ds is clearly feasible. 
While it may bc true that, for some purposes, it can be rea- 
sonable to concentrate one's attention upon the total field, it 
is seen from the above that numerical studies of B, are 
neither "vacuous" nor "misleading." 

Whether or not one regards the resonant scattering 
magnitudes as "extraordinarily large" seems to be a matter 
of semantics. The full-space cases displayed in Ref. 3 yield 
B,/A magnitudes in the range of 0.5-10. We do not regard 
such figures as "extraordinarily large." One the other hand, 
the magnitude with respect to the frec field is, of course, 
B,/ka•-IO•XB, near resonance, which is indeed quite 
large, but in this case Twersky seems to be chiefly marveling 
at the well-known "giant monopolc" resonance of the single 
bubble. 5.6 

One would like to devise the optimum experimental set- 
up to observe these multiple scatter resonances. It would 
certainly be convenient to measure the total scattered field • 
for some symmetrical array of resonators. But in the full- 
space case, this implies some form of broadside incidence-- 
for which the resonance effect disappears for the cases exam- 
ined (Figs. 4, 5, 7, 8 and of Rcf. 3). But when a plane array is 
backed by a thin plate (a membrane under tension would 
also do), the resonance (a bona fide pole or superresonance 

in this case) is present for broadside incidence (Figs. 14- 
17 }, and a completely symmetric experiment is possible (an 
even simpler model would consist of a doublet in a narrow- 
bore perfect cylindrical waveguide, with a compact source in 
the normal plane bisecting the doublet). 

As a final remark, I must insist that in all our published 
discussions of these effects and in Ref. 3 in particular, we 
have dealt only with the very simplest models, so as to dis- 
play the phenomena in their most obvious forms. We have 
tried to make our results as clear as possible by keeping un- 
necessary mathematical developments at a minimum and by 
providing numerous figures---out of consideration for our 
readers. 
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Details are provided for aspects of scattering by resonant systems. 

PACS number: 43.20.Fn 

This letter provides contexts and details for remarks 
quoted• from a recent article 2 on multiple scattering by finite 
regular arrays of resonators. Some of the remarks apply for 
all distances of observation, and the rest hold for the far field. 

The article 2 analyzes scattering of an excess pressure 
field • = exp(tk-r) by.arrays of monopoles (of radius a) 
with centers at b• = bb, around the origin r = 0, for arbi- 
trary directions of incidence (•) and observation (g). Ap- 
plying earlier results, 3 the scattered field • •is given in terms 
of the appropriate explicit coefficients D s (k) for seven dif- 
ferent regular arrays (with minimum separation d of neigh- 
bors) for all values of r>0 external to the obstacles. As kd 
increases, D, reduces to the isolated monopole scattering 
coefficient ao. For r< b, •.• consists of standing waves 
j, (kr); for r> b, o• consists of radiating waves h •(kr). 
The internal field of an individual obstacle(s) follows from 
continuity of the total field q•(r)= • + o• evaluated at 
r=bs +a. 

Ifka-,O for any val•e of r, then • --,0 and q•--,•. There 
are no singularities in o•. Discussions 4 of "real poles" and 

of the "removal of infinities" by the introduction of radiation 
damping and nonzero radii are vacuous. 

Discussions s and plots of Figs. 3-11 for an individual Ds 
are misleading. Key features are distorted because "peaks 
narrower than 2ka... have been truncated at width 2ka" to 

display [D•/ao[ =M. Thus, for axial incidence on the doub- 
let (Fig. 3), at coordinate values (ka,kd)= (0.01389, 
0.55), the "maximum effective" peak is given as M•7 in- 
stead of the actual M• 10; this value is not the largest in the 
range shown for ka, i.e., M•24 at (0.0140, 0.3553). (The 
range could be extended to pick up an additional order of 
magnitude and still maintain the restriction that d be suffi- 
ciently larger than 2a for the simple monopole development 
to apply 2'•.) The discussions a obscure the essential physics. 
The physical interpretation of D• (•) for an array with n 
different separations [b• -- b, [•d follows directly from its 
decomposition: in terms of n + 1 f{-independ?t oscillator 
mode coefficients: All characteristics of D s (k) are deter- 
mined by coupling of the n + 1 collective oscillators that 
represent the array. For example, the doublet is represented 
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by coupled mode-0 and mode-1 oscillators; at axial inci- 
dence, the peaks correspond to mode-1 resonances detuned 
slightly by coupling with mode 0. 

The discussion of an "obstacle/barrier" half-plane s for 
Fig. 12 is misleading; the half-plane perpendicular to the 
triangular array (with edge at its geometrical center) gives 
rise to a more complicated four-obstacle problem than indi- 
cated. At a simplified (and incomplete) level, the incident 
wave and the three resonators excite cylindrical waves radi- 
ated by the edge of the half-plane, and the two flanking reso- 
nators excite reflected as well as transmitted waves. 

If measurements of • are feasible in the near field 

r.•.bs + a of obstacle(s) under conditions for which the 
fields of all neighbors are negligible, then a coefficient Ds (•) 
could constitute an observable. However, such measure- 
ments are not possible in the far field of the array (r>> b), the 
context 2 for the remaining quotations. 1 In the far field, r/b 
and kr large, • factors • to h •o •) (kr) • (•,•) where the scat- 
tering amplitud•e g is basic to applications. The scattering 
cross section $(k) obtained from g determines the net ener- 
gy outflow from the system. All values of (f,fOI and 

$(•) are less 2 than twice the maximal values of the single 
scattering approximations. 

The only observable scattering amplitude for the system 
of resonators in a medium free of other obstacles is • (f,[). 
An individual Ds is not observable via a scattering amplitude 
unless Ds = D, the special cases of symmetrically excited 
planar arrays for which • is proportional to D. Numerical 
computations s for an individual Ds do not represent physi- 
cally observable far-field data, and their peaks and locations 
(ka,kd) are not representative of the values for maximal 
scattering by the system as a whole. In particular, for poly- 
gonal arrays, the maximum values of I W [ and $ occur for 
broadside incidence? 
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